Project Factsheet Report
20-1051, Plan, Columbia Conservation Dist
Tucannon PA 38 Design, RCO Grant Request: $51,304

BASICS
FUNDING
Costs

Sponsor Match Breakdown

RCO

$51,304

79%

Grant - Federal

$13,576

Sponsor Match

$13,576

21%

Total

$13,576

Total

$64,880

100%

Minimum match required
15.00%

DESCRIPTION
The Columbia Conservation District (CCD) is sponsoring the Tucannon PA 38 Restoration Design project to develop preliminary
designs. Project is located in Columbia County, in the Tucannon River mSA Priority Restoration Reach between river mile 6.5
and 8.0. Project area has recently been enrolled in USDA Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program. Project reach supports
ESA listed Spring Chinook- juvenile over wintering/migration, Steelhead-spawning/rearing/overwintering and migration, Fall
Chinook- spawning/rearing and Bull Trout overwintering/migration and designated as critical habitat for Bull Trout by US Fish
& Wildlife. WDFW completed the Tucannon Juvenile Salmonid Survival and Habitat Utilization study, project #15-1322 (2019),
identifying stream reaches where overwinter juvenile mortality is high. This project is located in a priority reach to address
juvenile salmonid overwintering habitats.
Goals are to develop designs that address habitat limiting factors identified in the Draft Tucannon River Habitat Restoration
Prioritization and Conceptual Restoration Plans (HRPCRP) (Anchor 2020). Enhance instream complexity/diversity, floodplain
connectivity, sediment sorting and storage and pool development supporting various salmonid life cycle needs. Designs will
include landowner property management objectives and limitations.
Project Application

LOCATION
Project Location Questions
#1: Project location. Describe the geographic location, water bodies, and the location of the project in the watershed,
i.e. nearshore, tributary, main-stem, off-channel, etc.
This project is located 1 mile east of Starbuck, WA immediately south of Highway 261 mile
post 6.5. Lower main stem of the Tucannon Watershed.
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#2: How does this project fit within your regional recovery plan and/or local lead entity’s strategy to restore or protect
salmonid habitat? Cite section and page number.
In the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan 5.5.3.1 pg. 160 lists the Lower Tucannon and
(Mouth of the Pataha) as Snake RIver DPS/ESU for steelhead and spring/summer Chinook.
Primary limiting factors listed are habitat quantity and sedimentation. Secondary limited
factors are habitat diversity, flow, channel stability, predation, pathogens and
temperature. This project seeks to address these limiting factors by increasing river
complexity, connecting available floodplain, creating a higher pool frequency, and
promoting increased sediment sorting and distribution to support juvenile spring
Chinook and steelhead overwintering habitats. This project will also improve spawning
conditions for fall Chinook and improve winter rearing and adult holding habitats for
migratory bull trout.

#3: Is this project part of a larger overall project?
Yes

#3a: How does this project fit into the sequencing of the larger project?
This project is one of 45 projects listed in the Draft Tucannon Habitat
Restoration and Conceptual Restoration Plan (Anchor QEA 2020) that has a
~10 year project projection.

METRICS/COSTS
PLANNING METRICS
Worksite: TUCANNON PA 38 (#1)
COSTS
Category
Design for Salmon restoration

Work Type
Preliminary design
Subtotal:
Total Estimate For Worksite:

Estimated Cost Note
$64,880
$64,880
$64,880

METRICS
Area Encompassed (acres) (B.0.b.1)

71.0

Miles of Stream and/or Shoreline Affected (B.0.b.2)

1.50

Total Planning Cost

$64,880

PROJECT PROPOSAL
Targeted ESU Species
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Egg
Present

Worksites

Species by ESU

1

Chinook-Snake River Fall, Snake River Lower
Mainstem, Threatened

1

Chinook-Snake River Spring/Summer, Tucannon
River, Threatened

1

Steelhead-Snake River, Tucannon River,
Threatened





Juvenile
Present

Adult
Present

Population
Trend





Rising





Declining





Declining

Reference or source used
WDFW

Targeted Non-ESU Species
Worksites

Species by Non-ESU

1

Bull Trout

Notes

PROPOSAL QUESTIONS
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#1: Problem statement. What are the problems your project seeks to address? Include the source and scale of each
problem. Describe the site, reach, and watershed conditions. Describe how those conditions impact salmon
populations. Include current and historic factors important to understand the problems.
The Tucannon River watershed supports ESA-listed Snake River summer steelhead
(Oncorhynchus mykiss), Snake River spring and fall chinook salmon ( O. tshawytscha),
and Columbia River bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) which have all been identified as
aquatic focal species of concern in the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan (2011). Winter
rearing habitat are limiting for all three species within the basin and very little instream
habitat restoration has been conducted in the lower basin targeting winter habitat. In
2019, a study (Crawford 2019) conducted by WDFW identified elevated mortality of upper
basin natural Chinook parr in the middle and lower basin. The Tucannon Program to
increase restoration priority for flood connectivity and channel complexity projects
throughout the basin, with additional priority in areas of the middle and lower basin with
elevated winter mortality. Understanding the existing Tucannon River system is critical to
developing restoration actions that will directly improve habitat conditions for ESA-listed
and non-listed species.
As a result of relic historic land use practices, tree harvest/clearing and excavation and
other bulk earthwork activities at various locations within the 100-year floodplain (Anchor
QEA 2011/2020), geomorphic processes have been degraded due to loss of floodplain
connectivity, and river complexity. Much of the project reach has been manipulated in
over the past 100 years reducing channel length and increasing stream power. The river is
leveed and incised with poor floodplain connectivity, or channel complexity (side
channels, islands or gravel bars), leading to very low habitat unit diversity. These
conditions likely provide very little cover for migrating winter rearing Chinook
exacerbating poor survival observed in the WDFW study (Crawford 2019).
This reach design would focus on increasing channel complexity through increasing
channel roughness (log jams) to initiate the development of gravel bars. Investigate the
development of an active irrigation diversion to increase channel complexity and quality
perennial habitat. Identify river levees that can be set back to increase channel length
and floodplain capacity.
The full scope of the work would be identified during the initial vetting of restoration
benefits with the landowner, and this preliminary design process would be the first step
in maximizing restoration potential in this high priority river reach.
Legacy land management activities in association with natural geomorphic processes
have led to limited instream and floodplain habitat complexity, degraded floodplain
connectivity and riparian conditions, elevated summer temperatures, and elevated
embeddedness levels as key limiting factors for Chinook and steelhead (Tucannon River
Habitat Restoration Prioritization and Conceptual Restoration Plan (HRPCRP), Anchor QEA
2011a/April 2020). This project aims to address multiple lingering factors through stream
habitat restoration and floodplain connectivity, complexity and diversity habitat
enhancement which will contribute to natural condition processes. As described in the
Tucannon Juvenile Salmonid Survival and Habitat Utilization (WDFW Sept 2019) the
studies conducted have shown juvenile Spring Chinook and Steelhead utilize the area
between the Upper Tucannon River (UTR) and Middle Tucannon River (MTR) pit stations
and even though this area falls just below this designated area, it would be of most
benefit from improving over wintering and high refugia habitats. Restoration of such
habitat include creation of pools with cover and large woody debris with interstitial
spaces amid the substrate.
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#2: Describe the limiting factors, and/or ecological concerns, and limiting life stages (by fish species) that your project
expects to address.
The habitat limiting factors identified in the Salmon Recovery Plan for S.E. WA (2011) for
this reach most impacting Chinook salmon included temperature, lack of key habitat
quantity and sedimentation, and to a lesser extent low habitat diversity. The Tucannon
Habitat Restoration and Conceptual Restoration Plan (Anchor 2020) identifies floodplain
connectivity and low instream complexity as the mechanisms driving the limiting factors
in this reach. The project area itself is confined by high banks (incision), levees and the
valley wall. The uniform and incised channel promotes high velocity flows that will
continue to perpetuate degraded habitat over time. The levees have arrested lateral
channel migration and minimized floodplain area. As a result the reach has high stream
power, low LWD recruitment and limited bed load retention, resulting in low channel
complexity and simplified habitat. We anticipate that improvements proposed in this
project (increase floodplain connectivity, stream complexity, and pool frequency through
LWD installation and side channels re-connection) will significantly increase winter
rearing habitat (side channels and off channel habitats) for juvenile life stages of chinook,
steelhead and Bull trout immediately and over time. These actions will also increase
holding and spawning habitat for Fall Chinook and steelhead and overwinter rearing
habitat for juvenile fall/spring chinook, steelhead and Bull trout.

#3: (all)What are the project goals? The goal of the project should be to solve identified problems by addressing the
root causes. Then clearly state the desired future condition. Inlcude which species and life stages will benefit from
the outcome, and the time of year the benefits will be realized. Example Goals and Objectives
Our goals are to conduct a site assessment, develop preliminary designs that will focus on
increasing juvenile spring Chinook and steelhead overwintering habitats. This project will
also improve spawning conditions for fall Chinook and improve winter rearing and adult
holding habitats for migratory bull trout. The entire project area is in CREP with an
average of ~180' riparian buffer that we fully anticipate to capture through the removal of
offset levees and addition of off-set levees. By increasing river complexity, connecting
available floodplain, creating a higher pool frequency, and promoting increased sediment
sorting and distribution, we aim to improve geomorphic processes and create suitable
habitat that will support four ESA depressed populations of salmonids. Specific actions
will be developed as part of the design process but are anticipated to include large wood
placement and potentially levee removal with associated setback. Designs will address
the habitat limiting factors identified above by addressing the processes identified in the
Draft Tucannon River Habitat Restoration Prioritization and Conceptual Restoration Plans
(Anchor 2020) and through geomorphic assessments. While landowners are willing to
accept project goals and designs, all delineations will include landowner property
management objectives and limitations.
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#4: (all)What are the project objectives? Objectives support and refine biological goals, breaking them down into
smaller steps. Objectives are specific, quantifiable actions the project will complete to achieve the stated goal.
Each objective should be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achieveable, Relevant, and Time-bound). Example Goals
and Objectives
The primary project objective is to complete 60% preliminary designs within two years of
funding to include site review assessments post flood 2020 conditions, produce design
alternatives, and complete preliminary designs of the chosen alternative.
Specific habitat objectives to be addressed through the design process include:
1. Increase instream river complexity through strategic placement of Large Wood
Structures to provide additional in-river habitat for juvenile rearing and adult holding.
2. Increase utilization of available project area floodplain by encouraging overbank flow
at the 2-5 flow return interval. This will be accomplished through the removal of levee's
and addition of off-set levee's for the entirety of the right bank. Please see attachment PA
38 cut sheets to see the provided visuals. This would capture the available floodplain and
buffer zone in CREP.
3. Increase pool frequency throughout project reach to support juvenile rearing and overwinter juvenile rearing habitat and adult holding habitat for summer steelhead adults
and juveniles, fall Chinook adults, spring Chinook juveniles and bull trout adults.
4. Promote increased sediment sorting throughout project reach to increase available
spawning habitat for adult fall Chinook. Design assessments will include a geomorphic
evaluation of the area to provide the technical guidance needed in development.
Specific quantities, actions, and target metrics will be determined as part of the design
process.

#5: Scope of work and deliverables. Provide a detailed description of each project task/element and how they will lead
to the objectives. With each task/element, identify who will be responsible for each, what the deliverables will be,
and the schedule for completion.
Task 1. Site Assessment. A full walk of the project reach to identify current conditions,
changes post flood of 2020 and identifying alternative LWD structure treatments. This task
will be conducted by district staff, technical engineer, SRSRB staff, geomorphologist and
landowner.
Task 2. Develop Design Alternatives. Taking into consideration floodplain connectivity
and instream complexity, designs will be developed to increase limiting factors and
potentially mediate any encroaching features. This task will be conducted by district staff,
technical engineer, and SRSRB staff and landowner.
Task 3. Produce Preliminary Design. RTT, SRSRB staff and district staff will review the
alternatives to select the preferred alternative. Then the landowner and district staff will
review the chosen alternative. Once accepted district staff and engineer will finalize
preliminary designs and initiate development of final designs.
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#6: What are the assumptions and physical constraints that could impact whether you achieve your objectives?
Assumptions and constrains are external conditions that are not under the direct control of the project, but directly
impact the outcome of the project. These may include ecological and geomorphic factors, land use constraints,
public acceptance of the project, delays, or other factors. How will you address these issues if they arise?
There are agricultural fields located in close proximity/adjoining this area of the river.
Landowner willingness for potential modification and restoration actions could pose a
problem but with mediation, solutions can be found to help negated possible termination
of the project. The 2020 flood event could hinder certain restoration actions from taking
place due to landowners’ anxiety. We hope to combat this by displaying the positive
effects of a restoration plan and how it could help them with flooding in the future.

#7: How have lessons learned from completed projects or monitoring studies informed this project?
We have adapted a design approach based on design projects completed across the
Tucannon watershed by the various project sponsors. The Tucannon Habitat
Programmatic Project Implementer's and Regional Technical Team meet for the purpose
of design review and information sharing. We found that vetting project design and
approach builds better projects. We need projects to consider the frequent variable flow
range and watershed location to meet various life cycle needs to be most effective. As part
of the design process we will consider restoration techniques that have been successful in
light of recent flooding and the restoration permitting constraints currently present in
restoration and develop the best restoration approach for this site as part of the design
process.

#8: Describe the alternatives considered and why the preferred was chosen.
The project site was chosen based on it being in the lower river and the potential for
developing river channel complexity and floodplain connectivity in a project area where
almost none currently exists. This has become a more recent priority due to the long
suspected but only recently described elevated mortality of sub yearling and pre-smolt
Chinook in the middle and lower reaches of the river according to the Tucannon Juvenile
Salmonid Survival Project (Crawford 2019). This project will develop restoration
alternatives as part of the early design project and through the site assessment and
design review process, alternatives will be recommended by the technical work groups,
Columbia Conservation District staff, engineer and the landowners to proceed.

#9: How were stakeholders consulted in the development of this project? Identify the stakeholders, their concerns or
feedback, and how those concerns were addressed.
Project interest was initiated by landowner to enhance stream reach thru his property, he
had knowledge of previous salmon habitat restoration efforts occur throughout the
Tucannon basin.
Landowners were consulted and their new concerns are the floodplain inundating their
agricultural fields and as the river system changes what affects it will have to their lands.
We will address these concerns by engineering plans to alleviate stress to their land either
with offset levees or other methods of protection while still utilizing as much of the
available area as possible.
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#10: Does your project address or accommodate the anticipated effects of climate change?
Yes

#10a: How will your project be climate resilient given future conditions?
The projects and restoration actions outlined in the Conceptual Restoration
Plan (Anchor 2011 April, and draft 2020) are focused on channel
complexity/diversity and floodplain connectivity actions that buffer against
the impacts of climate change. The Tucannon River Basin may have a head
start in buffering against climate change, brought about by increased wood
loading in the headwaters following forest fires in 2005 & 2006, increasing
natural storage and restoration actions initiated in the mid 1990's. A review
of precipitation, stream flow, water and ambient air temperatures was
prepared in 2017 as part of the Programs Annual Report (Buelow 2018)which
indicates base stream flow increasing while precipitation has remaining
constant. The Program partners share restoration objectives and implement
restoration actions that lead to increasing channel complexity and floodplain
connectivity, including removing confining features, increasing channel
complexity and floodplain connectivity.

#10b: How will your project increase habitat and species adaptability?
By addressing the limiting factors of floodplain connectivity, river
complexity/diversity, pool frequency and sediment transport/distribution this
will drive geomorphic processes and create responses in riparian and healthy
floodplain. Connected floodplains with healthy riparian forest are more
resilient in the face of catastrophic wild fire, better support the native flora
and fauna and in general increase the resiliency of the habitat needed to
support salmonids over time. Our restoration strategies are conceptualized to
directly influence geomorphic processes that will support floodplain
connectivity and healthy riparian. This will help provide a more natural
process and support multiple wild salmonid species so they may adapt and
thrive.

#11: Describe the sponsor's experience managing this type of project. Describe other projects where the sponsor has
successfully used a similar approach.
The CCD has sponsored salmon habitat restoration projects on private and public lands
since the initiation of the BPA "Model Watershed Program in early 1990's” Tucannon.
Developing projects from the Tucannon Habitat Restoration and Conceptual Restoration
Plans (Anchor Draft 2020) CCD has completed various projects. PA 26-Marengo Levee Set
Back (2012), PA 15-channel reconstruction and LWD enhancement (2014-15), PA 24-levee
removal and LWD enhancement (2016). The CCD is working with an experienced engineer
who has designed restoration projects in the Tucannon basin for >15 years leading to
multiple large scale floodplain and complexity restoration projects reviewed by the
Salmon Recovery Funding Board and Bonneville Power Administration.

#12: Will veterans (including the veterans conservation corps) be involved in the project? If yes, please describe.
No
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PLANNING SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
#1: Is the project an assessment / inventory?
No

#2: Is your project a Barrier / Screening Diversion Inventory Project?
No

#3: Is this a fish passage design / screening design project?
No

#4: Will the project develop a design?
Yes

#4a: Will a licensed professional engineer design of the project?
Yes

#4b: Will you apply for permits as part of the project scope?
Not at this time
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ATTACHMENTS
PHOTOS (JPG, GIF)

# 417930 Primary # 417932 Secondary

# 417931

RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
File
Type
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Attach
Date

Attachment Type

Title

05/14/2020

Cost Estimate

SAL-CostEstimate- PA 38 - 2.xlsx (1).XLSX

05/14/2020

Application Document

Appendix J-2 - Untreated Cut Sheets_PA38 (002).pdf

05/14/2020

Application Document

Tucannon Juvenile Salmonid Survival_Project 15-1322 FINAL RE

05/13/2020

Application Document

Tucannon_Geomorph-Assessment_DRAFT_2019-0708_reduced.docx

05/12/2020

Application Document

Geomorphic Analysis Summary and Prioritization Methods.pdf

04/20/2020

Project Application Report

Project Application Report, 20-1051P (submitted 04/20/20 20:

04/20/2020

Visuals

PA 38 Extra Visuals .docx

03/02/2020

Photo

20200130_112803.jpg

03/02/2020

Photo

20200130_112745.jpg

03/02/2020

Photo

20200130_112611.jpg

03/02/2020

Map: Planning Area

38 Worksite Map.pdf

03/02/2020

Map: Multi-site and
geographic envelope

38 Vicinity Map.pdf

03/02/2020

Map: Area of Potential
Effect (APE)

38 APE Map.pdf
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Project Review Comments
PROJECT: 20-1051 P, Tucannon PA 38 Design
Sponsor: Columbia Conservation Dist

Program: SALMON ST PROJ

Status: Application Returned

MEETING: Initial Review
Shared: 6/3/2020

Review Status: Needs more information
Considerations: Other
Topics

Comments

Review Status - Initial

Given the uncertainty about which project elements will be implemented from the
provided conceptual designs, the project is likely to be conditioned for Panel review once
a preferred alternative has been chosen.
Review Panel Comments - Initial
Questions (response required)
What is the potential for implementing more significant levee setbacks within the project
reach than shown in the project materials? The Tucannon River has been pinned against
the southern portion of the valley with levees and experienced channel incision, which
has further reduced floodplain connectivity. The current constraints on the channel
indicate that process-based restoration might be difficult to achieve at the project site
without significant channel aggradation and a wider, more accessible floodplain area.
Reply: “The practice of habitat restoration in the Tucannon has evolved over time
from the construction of channel stabilizing features and riparian planting to a more
process-based effort of removing channel and floodplain confining features and
building LWD structure. LWD structure has proved its self-integral in the
development of habitat through removing confining features, partially due to the
infrequency of significant flood flow events and part due to excessive stream power
over predicted based on valley width and slope.” (Kris Beulow, Tucannon
Programmatic Manager)
Channel aggradation is a likely outcome with the completion of a restoration project.
With the likelihood of a levee set back being high, materials from the existing levee
could aid in increasing aggradation within the channel. The addition of multiple LWD
structures will also support aggradation while providing the much-needed
overwintering juvenile habitat in this area. The setback levees depicted in the
images were purely conceptual and we intend to encompass and utilize as much
floodplain as possible within the parameters set by the landowner. We will provide
the landowner with multiple preliminary designs and the benefits that each will
deliver and strongly encourage that utilization of more floodplain will provide the
most benefit to this river reach.

The limited amount of new floodplain area encompassed by a potential setback levee, as
depicted in the Appendix J-2 Project Area 38 Site Map, and the substantial length of the
levee setback may lead to project costs that are significantly higher than the anticipated
benefits to threatened fish species. Has the sponsor included a cost/benefit analysis of
ProjectReviewComments
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PROJECT: 20-1051 P, Tucannon PA 38 Design
Sponsor: Columbia Conservation Dist

Program: SALMON ST PROJ

Status: Application Returned

the levee setback option versus no complete setback option in scope of work?
If significant investments are being proposed in flood protection of agricultural fields, then
at least a commensurate level of habitat improvements will be necessary to qualify for
SRFB construction funding.
Reply: “Working on private lands often requires compromise between connecting the
entire floodplain and connecting an adequate floodplain that will increase channel
complexity, reduced stream power and increase habitat unit frequency and diversity.
In the Tucannon, there are good examples where levees were removed, and LWD
complexity was added or not added. Direct observation has shown that LWD
structure is critical in instigating a quick response to reduction in confinement and in
its absence channel capacity can suppress channel migration and sediment
deposition maintaining simple habitat. This has led implementers to increased LWD
placement to increase channel complexity and connectivity, but in some of the more
depositional areas we have also developed setback levees to protect existing
infrastructure. In the three project areas (PA24, PA28.2, PA28.3) where we have
removed confining features, placed channel and floodplain LWD, and reconnected
side channels we have experienced significant habitat gains. Of these PA28.2
required a setback levee to achieve increased habitat complexity and protect
existing infrastructure.” (Kris Beulow, Tucannon Programmatic Manager)
As we move forward into the design process, we will evaluate the cost/benefit of
multiple design options to see which is best suited for this project area. While the
conceptual designs show a full levee set back at the edge of the landowners CREP
boundary, this will be 1 of multiple options to evaluate before choosing a preferred
alternative. Until design options are made available, we cannot fully evaluate the
advantages and limitations.

Improvements to Make Project Technically Sound (response required)
One of the stated project objectives is to "2. Increase utilization of available project area
floodplain by encouraging overbank flow at the 2-5 [year] flow return interval."
The project is likely to have much higher benefit to the targeted salmonid species if the
floodplain connection can occur on a more frequent basis. If agricultural infrastructure
allows, we would suggest targeting floodplain connection at no higher than a mean
annual or 1.5-year recurrence interval flood. The proposed habitat improvements should
be designed to provide the maximum amount of possible suitable habitat across the
range of stream flows that occur during the over-wintering period for juvenile chinook and
steelhead.
Reply: “Over the past 30 years, high flood flows in the Tucannon basin have only
exceeded the 2yr return interval on six occasions since 1990 (1996, 97, 08, 09, 17 &
20) and has only exceeded the 5yr interval on three occasions (1996, 97 and in
2020). Except for 2008 and 2009, all are the result of winter rain on snow events.
The reality is that fish rarely experience the large flood events and much of the 5 yr
and greater floodplain is currently in agriculture. We have focused on floodplain
connectivity where possible, increasing floodplain roughness as is available,
developing and reconnecting both perennial and flood flow paths, planting riparian
and greatly increasing channel roughness and length through LWD structures
placement. We have found that, although the large flood events do a lot of
geomorphic work in the basin, that in the absence of stabile LWD structure not all
change is beneficial.

ProjectReviewComments
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PROJECT: 20-1051 P, Tucannon PA 38 Design
Sponsor: Columbia Conservation Dist

Program: SALMON ST PROJ

Status: Application Returned

The need for Chinook is to reduce channel energy through increasing channel
complexity and increased connectivity at the typical flows (130 cfs – 300 cfs winter
flow). Increase channel complexity (side channels) allows more flow out of the main
channel reducing stream power and the formation of greater variance and frequency
in habitat units.
On the 3 private land projects (PA24, PA28.2 PA28.3) we have had good success at
increasing channel complexity and habitat unit frequency in moderately confined
areas (with ~85 m or > 1yr inset floodplain)
o Through removing confining features and the additions of LWD structure > 2-5
key.
o ~800% increase in LWD key pieces/bank full width
? 0.69 key pieces/bank full width pre project average
? 4.5 key pieces/bank full width post project average
o ~169% increase mean pools/km
? 16 pools/km pre-project
? 36 pools/km post project
o ~388% increase mean perennial side channel length
? 0.17 km/river km
? 0.69 km/river km
Average width of floodplain on the three projects is ~ 85 m ranging from 30-200 m.”
(Kris Beulow, Tucannon Programmatic Manager)
The proposed habitat improvements in this project area will be designed to provide
the maximum amount of suitable habitat across a range of stream flows that occur
during the over-wintering period for juvenile chinook and steelhead. Moving forward
into the design phase of this project all potential benefits will be analyzed and
incorporated to provide the most benefit to this area including but not limited to:
utilization of all available flood plain, potential for set back levees to meet the
landowners limitations, aggradation to improve the incised nature of the channel in
this area and utilization of the fish passage as a means of side channel habitat
increasing the available overwintering habitat for juvenile chinook and steelhead.

The project design should target creation of habitat that will be inundated from November
through May and potentially used by overwintering juvenile chinook and steelhead
(Crawford et al. 2019).
Reply: see response above
General Comments (response not required)
The project design should target creation of habitat that will be inundated from November
through May and potentially used by overwintering juvenile chinook and steelhead
(Crawford et al. 2019).

ProjectReviewComments
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DESIGN PROJECTS
The costs on this page are for design projects, not for the design phase of a restoration grant.
See Manual 18, Appendix D for additional information regarding allowable costs.
OVERALL PROJECT

PA-38
Columbia Conservation District

Category
Preliminary design
Administrative
Preliminary design
Preliminary design
Other
Other
Preliminary design

Amount

Design Costs

Task Description
Engineer
Financial Manager
Resource Technician
Project Manager
Travel
Miscellaneous Materials
Geomophologist

Indirect Costs
Indirect
Indirect

Description

Qty
450.00
60.00
200.00
200.00
1.00
1.00
60.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Rate

80.00
53.00
30.00
33.00
600.00
500.00
200.00
STotal

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Approved Rate
Total Project Base
0.000% $
$
0.000% $
$
STotal $
GTOTAL $

MATCH

GRANT REQUEST

Enter only the
Budget must account
amount of the grant
for all costs to
request
complete the project

The Grant Request and Match should equal the total project cost and Budget Check cell should be 0.
Sponsors must account for all sources and types of match need to complete the project.

Funding not reported
in PRISM

Match

Amount

36,000
3,180
6,000
6,600
600
500
12,000
64,880

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27,700
3,180
3,362
3,962
600
500
12,000
51,304

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8,300
2,638
2,638
13,576

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

64,880 $

51,304 $

13,576 $

-

-

Source (Grant, Cash,
Materials, Labor,
Volunteers, etc)

Match Type (federal, state,
local)

Cash

Federal_ Bonneville Power

BPA
BPA

Federal_ Bonneville Power
Federal_ Bonneville Power

Legend
Fish Distribution
PA 38
State Route Local Collector
Local Public Roads
Township
Section
Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS,
AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community

0

1,650 3,300

Tucannon Design Project PA 38
Vicinity Map
6,600

9,900

Feet

1:58,249

·

DISCLAIMER: While every precaution was taken in preparing this map, the publisher
disclaims any warranty of fitness or accuracy of the data.
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Landowner
Acknowledgement Form
Landowner lnformation
Name of Landowner:F

&

R Farms

Landowner Contact I nformation:

X

rvr,.

I rr,tt

Title:

First Name:Dick

Last Name:Rubenser

Contact Mailing Address:PO BOX 325 Starbuck, WA 99359-0352
Contact E-Mail Address:dickrubenser@gmail.com
Property Address or Location:Tucannon River below Highway 2Gl

1.

Dick Rubenser (Landowner or Organization) is the legal owner of property described in this grant
application.

2.
3.
4.

I am aware that the project is being proposed on my property.

lf the grant is successfully awarded, I will be contacted and asked to engage in negotiations.
My signature does not represent authorization of project implementation.

'?,

L22-Lo
Date

Landowner Signature

Project Sponsor lnformation
Project Name:PA 38
Project Applicant Contact I nformation:

D vr

X ruft

Title Resource Technician/ Administrative Assistant

First Name:Aneesha

Mailing Address:2O2 S.2nd St Dayton, WA 99328
E-

Mail Address:ad-ccd @daytonwa.net

Last Name:Dieu

